
New December 2020 Price List!
Plants are sold by quality and not number of growths. Larger prices will be bigger plants.

Please note that plants are extremely limited and there may only be 1 of each in some cases.*

Many are 1 of a kind and may be better than internet search pictures, so please feel free to ask about appearance.

RED are new additions Aug 15/22 6:34pm

Neofinetias
akabana 赤花 50 pink flowers!

amamidaruma 奄美達磨 40 nice thick leaf version of amami and compact!

amamidaruma 奄美達磨 50 as above large

amamiikanpaku 奄美冠白 285 a very special fukurin plant with strong yet gentle appearance 1gr

aojikufugaku 青軸富嶽 155 arching thick, wide leaves with  stripes, nice lg plant 9gr

beniboshi 紅法師 30 Dorojiku (brown stem, could be reddish) type of Kujakumaru 1gr

beniboshi 紅法師 68 Dorojiku (brown stem, could be reddish) type of Kujakumaru 3gr

benibotan 紅牡丹 75 rough surface and inky leavef colour 2gr

beniougi 紅扇 155 produces white and red fukiran stripes 5gr

beniryokuhou 紅緑宝 35 Symmetrical bean that makes a great specimen 2 gr

byakko SOLD 70 medium size tiker stripe, curved leaves 4gr

daruma SOLD 65 very sturdy looking bean. 1 gr

daseikai 大聖海 145 long curved leaves with yellow stripes 5gr

fujinishiki 富士錦 195 Neat striped leaves, good himeba shape, milky white to yellow and green 8 growths

fumeimameba 不明豆葉 35 a great clumping bean for beginners 4 gr

fuyou SOLD 725 a pink flowered bean. 3 years ago voted best plant in Korea 2gr

ginsekai 銀世界 315 smart looking nishidemiyako mutation, with straight upright leaves 4gr

gojofukurin 御城覆輪 55 great beginner fukurin. 4 gr

gojofukurin 御城覆輪 155 secimen size, 7gr 4 spikes as of June 12th

hien 緋燕 55 A shutennou with more red 3+growths

higumanishiki SOLD 295 Beautiful strone fukurin, white turns yellow 4gr

higumanishiki 羆錦 95 Division of above 1 growth

higumafukurin 羆覆輪 525 Very elegant dark green, fine margin fukurin 5gr

hijiriseikai 聖青海 175 same parents as hijiridaruma but looks like seikai 2gr

himiko 卑弥呼 290 Famous sword leaf plant 1 + 1 gr

hisui 翡翠 32 green flowers 1gr



hisui SOLD 58 green flowers! 3gr

hisui SOLD 70 green flowers! 4gr

hogyokou 宝玉 38 small thick bean, mountain tsuke, 2gr larger plant 45

hokage 火影 85 tiger stripe, can be pink 1gr

hosenmaru 宝扇丸 55 beautiful appearnce on this fleshy bean, 1gr

houmeiden 豊明殿 45 medium plant, white ghost centre with ruby roots. 1gr

houmeiden 豊明殿 65 medium plant, white ghost centre with ruby roots. 2 gr

jakucho SOLD 275 gorgeous, bean size, thick tellow stripes 1gr

jitsugekko 日月光 75 low arching leaves with tiger spots 5gr

juniitoe 十二単 45 very unique shaped thick bean, pointy leaves, unique stem layering 1gr

juniitoe 十二単 60 very unique shaped thick bean, pointy leaves, unique stem layering 1gr

juniitoe 十二単 95 very unique shaped thick bean, pointy leaves, unique stem layering 9gr

juniitoe 十二単 145 as above 4 plus gr

juro 樹露 475 heavily patterned yellow and white shima stripes 8 growths 

kaiomaru 海王丸 70 Substantial bean that grows tall and narrow 3gr

kaiomaru 海王丸 95 Substantial bean that grows tall and narrow 5gr

kamakiri 蟷螂 80 unusual flower  like yatsufusa and kishutemari, pinkish brown parrts and bird-like 5+ gr

kibana 黄花風蘭 38 yellow flower variety 1 mature gr

kibana SOLD 60 yellow flower variety 1 mature 3gr

kibana SOLD 77 yellow flower variety 1 mature 5gr

kibana SOLD 85 yellow flower variety 6gr

Kinbotan SOLD 875 rare division, ruby, sumi, yellow, incredibly complex 1 plus 1

kinginrasha 金銀羅紗 50 rough texture leaf, sheen to flower 4gr

kirinmaru 麒麟丸 50 small bean leaf with neat appearance 4gr

kochonomai 胡蝶の舞 75 3gr

kotofukurin 湖東覆輪 90 yellow mutation of higashidemiyako,  clear marginal variegation 3gr

koukaden 紅華殿 345 a veriegated shutennou, red pink flowers 5gr

Kurenai-kongou 紅金剛 725 Rare dark pink bean! 3gr

kurokongou 黒金剛 70 dark green bean, attractive. 6 g

kurokongou 黒金剛 70 dark green bean, attractive. 6 g

kuroshinju 黒真珠 38 very tiny growths with rounded petals 1gr

kuroshinju 黒真珠 95 very tiny growths with rounded petals 5gr

kyushurashafukurin 九州羅紗覆輪 $175 a fukurin where centre is a dark ink line,,very unique 6gr

kyushuuhariba 九州針葉 65 Very cute upright needle leaves 5gr



kyokushou SOLD 210 A large leaved tiger stripe. 4 growths.

kyokushou 旭昇 250 A large leaved tiger stripe. 45growths.

kyokushou 旭昇 335 A large leaved tiger stripe. 6 growths.

mamesuzumushi SOLD 375 very special appearance on this plant, very mini succulent shiny  leaves 2gr

mangetsu 満月 745 The queen of fukurin, marginal variegation 5gr

maizuru 舞鶴 125 a very special tight bean, doesn't lose leaves 1gr

maizurunishiki 舞鶴錦 inquire yellow striped mini bean

manjushage SALE..ASK 195 various sizes..starting at $195, confirmed triple flower

midorijujisei SOLD 125 unique  flower, round petals. long spur. The flower looks like Angraecums. 

miyakohabutae 都羽二重 310 a very nice coloured yellow shima specimen 4gr

momoyamanishiki 桃山錦 290 dk green leaf with white stripes, can be pink 2gr

murasakikongou SOLD 345 one of a kind bean leaf..solid pink/purple flower! 1 growth

musashi 武蔵 185 very weird leaf shape can occur , seldom offered 3gr

musoumaru 無双丸 32 fat wide bean leaf 1gr

nishidemiyako 西出都 85 classic marginal variety that can mutate 3gr

ooemarunoshima 大江丸の縞 300 highly ranked yellow striped variety 3gr

ooemarunoshima SOLD 400 highly ranked yellow striped variety 4gr

oomusou 大無双 SOLD exceptional bean...mini fat bean leaf 1gr

orihime 織姫 275 shwing full fukurin (orihime-fukurin) 4gr

raikomaru 雷紅丸 130 one of the nicest red flower varieties  1gr

raikomaru 雷紅丸 275 one of the nicest red flower varieties  2gr

raikomaru 雷紅丸 695 one of the nicest red flower varieties, specimen!   7gr

rasha fukurin 羅紗覆輪 50 Elegant thin marginal stripes. 4 gr

rasha kongou 羅紗金剛 75 nice clumping bean, slight textured dark green  bean 7gr

renjoumaru 連城丸 315 one of nicest fukurin, almost bluish with margins 4-5gr

ryokuen 緑炎 inquire An amami nakafu variety…wind swept appearance. 2 growths.

ryokuhou 緑宝 28 classic nbean reresentative, neat stem 1gr

ryokuhou 緑宝 60 classic nbean reresentative, neat stem 5gr

ryuouden 龍王殿 45 upright small standing leaves. 1gr

sakurakomachi 桜小町 SOLD as above 4 growths!

seionishiki 青王錦 145 yellow stripe, some himeba 4gr

seiryujishii 青龍獅子 45 classic needle leaf variety, like a spruce.3- 4gr

sekirei 鶺鴒 415 stunning , mature, tall bean variety fine stripes on outer edges,  3gr

senzai 千載 60 very cute tiny bean and flower variety. 3gr



senzai 千載 120 very cute tiny bean and flower variety. 6gr

Shitakiri-Suzume 舌切り雀 125 very unique flower, 'cut-tongue sparrpw' 4gr

Shitakiri-Suzume 舌切り雀 135 very unique flower, 'cut-tongue sparrpw' 4gr slighly larger

shukonishiki 秋紅錦 115 Beautiful striped thick leafed variety 5gr

shunkyuden 春及殿 55 beautiful peloric flower, touches of pink and green. 1 lg growth

shunkyuden 春及殿 SOLD beautiful peloric flower, touches of pink and green.Specimen 9 growths!

shutendoji 朱天童子 525 very sturdy bean leaf withfat roots and pink flowers  (in spike July 10) 3gr

shutennou 朱天王 42 pink spurred variety, great beginner plant! 2gr and up

shutennou 朱天王 55 pink spurred variety, great beginner plant! 5gr

shutennou 朱天王 110 pink spurred variety, great beginner plant! 10gr

sirayukibotan 白雪牡丹 245 tiger on top leaf, ruby roots

sobiryu 双尾龍 85 double spur and lip flower 3gr

suikaden 翠華殿 48 bean with thick leaves, curvy, white fragrant flowers, 4gr

suisen SOLD 310 powerful strong bean, upward plum flower shaped flowers 1gr

surugafukurin 駿河覆輪 75 White fukurin with a wide leaf 4gr

surugatenzan 駿河天山 48 gorgeous wide leaf bean (yodonomatsu x kaiomaru) with pointy tips 3 gr

taiyoden 太陽殿 115 yellow stripes, gentle appearance aginst light green leaves 3gr

takarafukurin 宝覆輪 310 stunning division with wide, thick leaves and deep colouring. 1gr

takaranishiki 宝錦 245 yellow strip variety, great contrast on this one, 3gr

tamakongou 玉金剛 36 most popular bean, easy to grow with upright flowers 1gr

tamakongou 玉金剛 42 as above 2gr

tenjin 天神 45 small tamakongou size bean, flowers large for size 3gr

tenkeifukurin 天恵覆輪 120 beautiful yellow fukurin 4gr

toukou 桃煌 45 pink flowered variety. 

ushiwakamru 牛若丸 75 neat spiky appearance used to rival benkeimaru 4g

utage 宴 315 beautiful more rare fukurin with tall standing leaves 2gr

yukidaruma 雪達磨 535 rugged. Stiff upright plant. 1gr

zuiun 瑞雲 48 medium sized with bright yellow centred new leaf3g

Moss (New Zealand Premium) Great for Neos and all orchids/pots
100 gm hobby 13 makes 8 litres

150 gm 18 makes 12 litres

500 gm 48 makes 40 litres

long strand 55 very long strands, separated



Plastic neo pots (2 sizes) 5 made in Japan

Plastic twisty Neo pots 6 made in Japan but no longer produced

Painted Japanese pots inquire

Sedirea japonica
minmarushima SOLD yellow variegation on mini plant..scarce at the moment

minmaru 38  mini Sedirea…same fragrant flower

Sedirea japonica 32 fragrant cream and burgundy bars

Japanese Dendrobium moniliforme
kintsuru 金鶴 45 white variegation with light pink fragrant flowers

benikomachi 紅小町 45 new canes are beautiful lellow with nakafu leaves

shoudai 昭代 45 rounded leaves with white margins

benisuzume 紅雀 45 green, white and pink leaves

benikida 紅木田 45 large white flowers, nakafu white variegation

CYMBIDIUM goeringii
Shōjō-no-hana 菖城の花 115 Yellow Tiger stripe leaves. 3gr

Other orchids
Bulb phalaenopsis 125 One of the largest Bulbos. Leaves eventually can rech 4 feet. Several bulbs on these

Bulbo taiwanense 32 Adoreable miniature, easy to grow orange flowerd Bulbo.

Bulbophyllum maquilungense 36 very cute miniature, red spotted flower

bulbophyllum sanguineopunctatum white 3535 white form, unique white fans

Bulbophyllum taiwanense 30 mini plant with orange sprays

Cadetia species 25 Papua, small leaves, tiny flowers, easy grower
Den leonis 35 Very nice flattened stems and overlapping leaves

Dendrob linguiforme 38 Very cool, flat thick creeping leaves.

Den moniliforme mini Japanese 32 Mini Japanese form of Den moniliforme

Dendrobium waselli 30 Pencil leaves with sprays of white flowers

Encyclia boothiana 35 Extremely cute mini Encyclia

Encyclia cochleata 30 Cockle shell orchid, yellow and burgundy centre. BS Older plants $35-40

Epi porpax 32 Great mat forming plant with glossy flowers, great for vivariums



Eria rosea 35 Less common smallish Eria species with rosy coloured flowers BS

Haerella retrocalla 30 Easy and a must have miniature, small juicy yellow and burgundy free flowering

Lockhartia oerstedii 35 Unusual with long braided leaves, very interesting, yellow flowers

Masdevallia nidifica 35 true mini masdevallia, maroon and white flowers with a wispy tail

Maxillaria schunkeana 35 gorgeous species from Brazil with black flowers

Oeceoclades perrieri 55 Unusual Madagascar species, seldom seen. Strap mottled leaves.

Phal Little One 40 Extremely cute miniature Phal with spotted floewers and fragrant

Phalaenopsis gigantea 100 rare Indonesian form..yellow background NBS

Phalaenopsis manni 

'black' 45 Black flowered version of mannii, BS some in spike

Phymatidium delicatum 48 must have for mini collector. A grassy minaiture
Penanthera imschootiana 38 Pure red ,  less common Renanthera
Robiquetia cerina 38 Yellow form!

Scaphosepalum 

swerifolium 35 swertifolium. Easy unusual flowers. Bushy mini plants.

Schoenorchis scolopendria 35 centipede like crawling growth pattern, tiny pink flowers

Sediera japonica minmaru 38 mini form of above

Sedirea japonica SOLD 32 in bud or bloom, very fragrant waxy flowers, cream with burgundy bars

Specklinia grobyi 35 Adorable cute mini, easy with bright yellow flowers

Specklinia picta 36 Very cute thin leaved miniature, dozens of yellow flowers with orange centre

Legend
W warm temperature

C cool temperature

I intermediate temperature

H Hot

BS Blooming size

gr growths

MTD mounted 

fukurin outer variegation on leaf

nakafu inner variegation on leaf

shima horizontal stripes

* we reserve the right to correct errors, prices are for a particular plant and others may have a different price, based on quality and size.



price is for 1 particular plant. Prices represent one particular plant. Due to nature of Neos, quality of plant reflects on price.


